CREATING HEROES THROUGH EDUCATION AND SERVICE

annual report 2009-2010
A young person’s life-long success begins with an education. Access to higher education promises far-reaching benefits, especially to students of color, who often face daunting challenges in completing a post-secondary education. Guided by our mission to encourage Minnesota’s youth of color to pursue post-secondary education, the Page Education Foundation promotes their academic achievement, personal responsibility and untapped potential to become vital contributors to their communities. We accomplish this by granting financial assistance to post-secondary students. In return, these students actively foster positive attitudes toward literacy and learning among younger, school-age children of color through mentoring relationships.

DEAR FRIENDS,

We are honored to share with you the immense pride and optimism we feel presenting this year’s annual report. It has truly been a privilege over the years to watch these young men and women develop into the leaders of tomorrow through their passion and determination today. If these students are our future, then the future is bright. The power hidden in the story of each Page Scholar is not only the unforeseen change these students will effect on the world, but the immeasurable impact our Scholars have on the lives of the children they mentor. Our students embody hope for a new generation by both investing in education and building up their communities for the future.

The stories presented in this Annual Report serve as a testament to the inspired talent and selfless integrity in the youth of today. Each story is unique and every opportunity described provides reason for hope and encouragement. Yet taken together, there lies within the stories of all of our Page Scholars the broader narrative of a community that values education and is committed to the potential of all students.

Thank you for your continued support of the Page Education Foundation. It is with the utmost sincerity that I express how indispensable your generosity is in sustaining the investment in our community. By your kindness and through the achievements of our many Scholars, we can be confident in our hope for a brighter future.

Sincerely,

Diane Sims Page
Founder
Alan Page spent fifteen years in the NFL, becoming the first defensive player in the league’s history to receive an MVP award. While playing football, he became a full-time law student, earning his Juris Doctor in 1978. Alan’s deep and abiding belief in the importance of education did not stop with his own success.

Recognizing a need for our education system to reach more young people of color, he used his 1988 induction into the NFL Hall of Fame to launch the Page Education Foundation. From its inception, the Foundation has offered money and encouragement to students of color facing incredible barriers to attaining their educational dreams.

According to Page, “In 1988 when I was going to be inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame, my wife, Diane, and I decided this was the time for us to take some action to do what we could to try to create hope in young people. To let them know that their futures could be better than the present. We came up with the idea of starting the Page Education Foundation, with the goal of encouraging, assisting and motivating young men and women of color to pursue education beyond high school. We thought we could create a Foundation that would pull people along and give them hope. We would do that in two ways: 1) by providing financial assistance; and 2) the second and more important way is that we require our grant recipients, our Page Scholars, to go into the community where they come from or the community where they are going to school to work with young children – kindergarten through eighth grade specifically in the area of education.

“The fact is that I see a lot of young people who engage in anti-social behavior. Some of those young people simply have no moral compass. But for many of them, indeed I suspect the majority, there is a lack of hope. And so, to the extent that the Page Education Foundation and Page Scholars create hope, we make the world a better place not only for ourselves but also for all of those around us.”
Minnesota is approaching a workforce crisis. While the achievement gap for students of color is a national problem, the gap is particularly glaring in Minnesota. African American, Hispanic and Native American students are not performing at the same levels as white and Asian students. The impact of this achievement gap has long and serious consequences. Dropout rates for students of color in Minnesota are alarming. According to the Minnesota Minority Education Partnership, over the last five years, students of color and American Indian students were two to five times more likely to drop out of school as their white peers. In a new report (June 2010) from Georgetown University’s Center for Education and the Workforce, by 2018, Minnesota’s demand for workers with education beyond high school will be the second largest in the country. With a generation of well-educated Baby Boomers retiring, there is a critical need to invest in post-secondary education opportunities for students of color.

At the same time, state funding for higher education has been slashed in the face of a budget crisis here in Minnesota. In response, tuition has skyrocketed at both public and private colleges and universities. Supporting the financial demands of a post-secondary education for students of color in Minnesota is now more important than ever.

In response to this challenge to educate young people of color, we created a dynamic solution that combines:

Financial support through scholarships for post-secondary education
Leadership, internship and job development opportunities with top Minnesota companies
Mentoring relationships that provide real-life career related information
Community service aimed at helping younger children of color succeed in school

We help open the door to college and work to make higher education an attainable and realistic goal for anyone regardless of economic, ethnic or racial status.
program descriptions

Page Grants

The Page Education Foundation awards annual, renewable grants to Minnesota students of color who attend colleges, universities and technical schools throughout Minnesota. Students who accept Foundation grants must make a commitment to return to their communities where they perform clearly defined service projects with younger children of color. Foundation awards consist of annual grants of $1,000 to $2,500. The selection process highlights an applicant's attitude toward education, willingness to provide service to children, and financial need. Recipients reapply each year they attend post-secondary school.

Service-to-Children

The Service-to-Children Program requires each Page Scholar to volunteer at least 50 hours during the academic year mentoring kindergarten-8th grade children of color. With a focus on literacy and tutoring, Page Scholars encourage K-8 grade children of color to view education as a positive and exciting goal. These relationships offer powerful motivation to impressionable youngsters who still look to older students for guidance. Children mentored by Page Scholars benefit from real life role models willing to show them how to make good choices and follow their dreams of becoming the person they choose to be.

Page Connections

Page Connections goal is to support Page Scholars as they work to successfully complete their education and community service. Page Connections provides Page Scholars the opportunity to access support services on campus, internships/career opportunities, group service projects and ways to connect with other Page Scholars.
Since 1988, the Page Education Foundation has supported 4,600 students who in turn have given more than 300,000 hours of mentoring and tutoring younger children.

Below are some numbers that help describe the 2009/2010 Page Scholars:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAGE GRANT APPLICANTS</td>
<td>1022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAGE GRANT SCHOLARS</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETURNING SCHOLARS</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW PAGE SCHOLARS</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMALE PAGE SCHOLARS</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALE PAGE SCHOLARS</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICAN AMERICAN PAGE SCHOLARS</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN INDIAN PAGE SCHOLARS</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIAN AMERICAN PAGE SCHOLARS</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATINO AMERICAN PAGE SCHOLARS</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRACIAL/MULTIRACIAL PAGE SCHOLARS</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY &amp; TECHNICAL COLLEGE STUDENTS</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-YEAR COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADUATE SCHOOL STUDENTS</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITIES PAGE SCHOLARS ARE ATTENDING</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL COMMITMENT FOR PAGE GRANTS IN 2009/2010</td>
<td>$810,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jessica Schultz has always been a motivated and passionate person, but from an early age she learned the importance of having mentors. Jessica says, “While I was growing up, I always had great role models to look up to, whether it was teachers, advisors, my grandparents, and even my parents. There was always someone there to help encourage me. I feel that every child needs someone like that to encourage them and help them achieve success.” This is why being a Page Scholar has meant so much to Jessica. The Foundation provides her the opportunity to make a difference in many children’s lives, by helping students with their studies and encouraging them to succeed in school. Jessica explains, “it is important to give advice and share our experiences and the lessons we have learned along the way. It has also allowed me to grow as a person and strengthen my leadership and communication skills for the future.”

The future is something Jessica is focused on, particularly pursuing her passion for education. An Aquatic Biology major at Bemidji State University, Jessica plans to continue to give back to her community and be a role model to children after college. She has gained so much being a mentor, saying, “I love seeing the smiles of the kids when I walk in the room and the look on their faces when something has clicked. Those moments to me are the most rewarding.” Her career goals are to become a researcher working for a private sector or a governmental organization studying aquatic ecosystems. As a part of her future, she seeks to be involved in educational outreach teaching young people about pollution and the environment. Valuing her experience, Jessica is excited to share her knowledge.
The Page Education Foundation really gave me a chance and now I am in a position to give back.

Khai Le – Former Page Scholar

Khai Le has been working hard for the Page Education Foundation. As a member of the Advisory Board, he is co-chairing an alumni outreach campaign, and he provides on-going website support through his company, Iglobalist. Khai, a former Page Scholar is thrilled to have the opportunity to give back to an organization that supported his education. “The Page Education Foundation really gave me a chance and now I am in a position to give back. I believe education is the cornerstone in every community; everyone should have the opportunity to access an education.”

Khai Le has always loved learning. Born in Vietnam, Khai started to demonstrate a real gift for math in 3rd grade, competing in local math competitions. During the turbulent times of the Vietnam war, Khai had to leave his school and his formal education. For two years, he taught himself. “I borrowed books and did whatever I could to keep learning.” It took him a couple of years, but he caught up to his peers and graduated at 17. Then Khai and his family moved to Minnesota and he entered high school to focus on his English. He graduated from Rosemount High School and began his studies at the University of Minnesota in 1996 and became a Page Scholar.

The values of Page Education Foundation resonated immediately with Khai. Through his service-to-children project, he became a math mentor to younger children. He began to envision his own ways of giving back to a community that supported him. “When the opportunity arose to get involved, I jumped at it,” says Khai. “My long-term goals are to improve the lives of those in my community. I am so grateful for the support I received; it is time to start giving back.” He has even created a math related website for students, parents and teachers to access, www.myfreeeducation.org.
Bill Hittler, an attorney at Nilan Johnson Lewis, understands the importance of giving back to his community and supporting youth of color. That is why he chose to be a Page Scholar mentor. He says, “I am honored to be able to work with energetic, intelligent and motivated college students.” Bill believes giving advice and sharing ideas on college and vocation provides a tangible benefit to students. Striving to open doors to potential careers, Bill encourages the exploration of post-graduate opportunities, and he seeks to give a positive reinforcement to his mentees. Likewise, his mentees have also had an impact on him. He has learned much about the obstacles they have overcome to get to college and their ambitious career plans. According to Bill, “Being a mentor has enriched my life and made me appreciate the value of an education.” Bill continues to be a positive influence on youth and urges others to do the same saying, “Serving as a mentor is a responsibility we all should embrace and support.”

One of the students that Bill mentors is Mai Thao, an economics major at the College of St. Benedict graduated in May 2011. Mai also understands the importance of having a mentor. She knows that the knowledge being passed down, the guidance, and networking that she has received has been invaluable. Being a Page Scholar, Mai herself is a mentor for young children. She says, “This has meant a lot to me. It is a way to give back to my community.” The experience of becoming a Page Scholar, and having a mentor, has made Mai feel empowered to succeed. She has strengthened her leadership skills, has a better understanding of her career goals, and is reminded of where she came from. Mai says, “This experience has helped me be all that I can be.”
With immense gratitude we honor our donors and supporters for providing the financial foundation to achieve our mission.

**Gifts made July 1, 2009 – June 30, 2010**

### CORPORATE AND FAMILY DONATIONS

#### $50,000 and above
- Travelers Foundation
- $20,000 - $49,999
  - General Mills Foundation
  - Jay and Rose Phillips Family Foundation
  - Michelson Foundation
  - Otto Bremer Foundation
- $10,000 - $19,999
  - Best Buy Co., Inc.
  - Bieber Family Foundation
  - Curtis L. Carlson Family Foundation
  - Langwater Foundation
  - Medtronic Foundation
  - National Football League Charities
  - Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi Foundation
  - Software Diversified Services
  - Thompson Family Foundation
- $5,000 - $9,999
  - Athwin Foundation
  - Best Buy Children’s Foundation
  - Blackwell Burke PA
  - C. H. Robinson Foundation
  - Carol Fitzgerald Memorial Trust
  - Ciresi Foundation
  - Cox Family Fund
  - George Family Foundation
  - Kelton Family Foundation
  - Koch Family Fund
- Lowndes Foundation
- MN Vikings Children’s Fund
- National Football League Alumni Pro Stars Ink, LLC
- PSA Charities and Fundraising Inc
- RBC Wealth Management space150
- Thomson Reuters
- T.J. Foundation, Inc
- Weck Charitable Family Trust
- Wolters Kluwer

#### $1,000 - $4,999
- Archie & Bertha Walker Foundation
- Bassford Remele AC Properties LLC
- Boston Scientific Corporation
- Briggs and Morgan
- Broadwater Foundation
- Brown and Brown of Minnesota
- Comcast
- Connie Foote Family Foundation
- Coughlin, Stola, Geller, Rudman & Robbins LLP
- Dady & Gardener
- Dave and Jodi Dent Family Fund
- Dwight D. Opperman Foundation
- Faegre & Benson Foundation
- Fairbault Foods
- Flynn, Gaskins & Bennett LLP
- Fredrikson & Byron Foundation
- Fredrikson & Byron PA
- Gandi Mahal

#### $1,000 - $4,999
- Graco Foundation
- Great Harvest Bread Co.
- H. E. & Helen Warren Foundation
- Harold and Ruth Roitenberg Family Foundation
- Hey Man Productions
- ING Employee Benefits
- Jabara Family Foundation
- (Harvey and Missey)
- Jeanne M. Voigt Foundation
- John and Beverly Rollwagon Family Foundation
- Kelly and Jacobson
- Lindquist & Venum
- Lure, Beskid, Lapidus & Co.
- McNair Family Fund
- McKnight Foundation
- Meadowood Foundation
- Merchant and Gould
- Meshbesher & Spence
- Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
- Minnesota Assn. of Financial Aid Administrators
- MN Vikings Football Club
- Nordstrom, Inc.
- Peravid Foundation
- Philip and Susan Jones Family Fund
- R. E. Swager Family Foundation
- Riverway Foundation
- Robins, Umeda, & Fink LLP
- Rosenbaum-Gilbert Family Foundation
- Schwebel, Goetz & Sieben P.A.
- Sherwood Foundation
$20,000 and above
Anonymous
Diane and Alan Page
Estate of Carl Schenk

$10,000 - $19,999
Michael and Ann Ciresi
David and Vanessa Dayton
Tom and Marlene Kayser
Irwin and Barbara Kessler
James Kraft
Jim and Jan Sinegal
John and Marsha Souchay

Up to $999
Baratz Family Foundation, Inc
Carole and Doug Baker Fund
Constance Mayeron & Charles Fuller Cowles Foundation

$2,000 - $4,999
Karen Boros
Judy Dayton
Keith Dixon and Ann Curtin
Gerald and Kay Erickson
Richard and Kathleen Goff
Van and Elizabeth Hauen
Thomas and Janine Helfferinger
Donald and Phyllis Kahn
Patrick and Margaret Keating
Kirk and Kathy Mackenzie
Julie Matenich and Rob Braas
William McGrane and Roberta Rubin
Ronald and Kim Meshbesher
Edward and Janet Meyer
John and Sheila Morgan
Deborah Pederson and Phil Dow
James Peterson
Herve and Jennifer Sarteau
Roberta Walburn
Peter and Helen Warwick

$1,000 - $1,999
David Allgeyer and Melinda Look
Thomas and Mary Austin
Timothy and Doris Baylor
Sue Bennett
Arthur and Katherine Berman
Erika Binger
Mark Butterbrodt
Karen Boros
Judy Dayton
Keith Dixon and Ann Curtin
Gerald and Kay Erickson
Richard and Kathleen Goff
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Thomas and Janine Helfferinger
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Patrick and Margaret Keating
Kirk and Kathy Mackenzie
Julie Matenich and Rob Braas
William McGrane and Roberta Rubin
Ronald and Kim Meshbesher
Edward and Janet Meyer
John and Sheila Morgan
Deborah Pederson and Phil Dow
James Peterson
Herve and Jennifer Sarteau
Roberta Walburn
Peter and Helen Warwick

Terry Carlson and Jeanette Leehr
Song Cheng
Michael and Kristine Coleman
Susie Collins
Robert and Karen Copeland
Dick and Judith Corson
John and Sage Cowles
Jay and Page Cowles
Barbara Jo Davis
Bruce and Ruth Dayton
Mark Dayton
Amos and Sue Deinard
Frazier and Heidi Eales
Paul and Melissa Edlund
Robert and Mary Eisberg
John Eisberg and Susan Kline
Steve Euler and Nancy Roehr
Benjamin and Rebecca Field
Wood Foster and Jane Severns
John and B.J. French
John and Martha Gabbert
Maggie Gilbert and Robert Rosenbaum
Barry and Sarah Gisser
Gene Goetz and Jan Conlin
Ellen Grace
James and Jill Halbrooks
Samuel and Mija Hanson
Alfred and Ingrid Harrison
Samuel and Stacey Heins
Eric Hoggard

INDIVIDUAL DONORS
Lauren Weck
Mark Wernick and Nancy Entwistle
Charles Wilkeus and Ann Bellow
Edward Wilson
Peter and Carolan Workman

up to $250
Gordon and Mary Aamoth
Rick and Karen Aberman
Scott Aebischer and Lyle Sorenson
Roy Ahern
Michael Alexander
George Amores
Clay and Megan Anderson
Paul and Jan Anderson
Russell and Kristin Anderson
Debra Anderson
Matthew and Amy Anderson
Dale Anderson
Thomas and Amy Anderson
Evan and Nancy Anderson
Carol Anderson
Marvin Anderson
Larry and Catherine Anderson
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor
Michael Arbeiter
Gail Asher
Bob and Pat Astrup
A.J and Erica Austerman
Rebecca Baertsch
Paul and Jennifer Bagdade
Leslie J. Baker
George and Keille Banky
Neil John Bannon
Carroll Barnes and Ted Isenberg
Richard Barney
Max and Debbie Barron
Paul and Patricia Basbagil
Nicholas and Karen Basil
Laris Bahtcher
Romaine Bayless
Elliott Bayly and Anne Lewis
John and Nan Beard
James and Willarene Beasley
Florence Beckman
Brooks Behrend
Daniel Bell and Carolyn Rusch
Paul Beutling
Alan and Carol Bensman
Robert and Pamela Berkowitz
Scott Berry and Kathryn Johnson
Chad Berry
Bill Bertram and Naomi Peterson
Andy and Cherry Bessette
Thomas Bettenburg
Maurice and Sally Blanks
Alexander and Sara Blood
Chad Blumeyer
Tony and Erica Bouza
Bob and Alexandria Bowen
Arthur and Angie Boylan
David and Jan Boyum
Paul and Carolina Brapiece
Steven and Gail Brand
James and Dawn Brehi
Peter and Maura Brew
John Brink
Jason Bristow
Phillip and Carolyn Brunelle
Richard Brunette
Marc Brunswick
Genevieve Buckwalter
Tyrone and Delia Bujold
Thomas and Laurel Bulen
Edward Bundick
Nicholas and Susan Burke
Malcom and Barbara Burleigh
Mary Burns-Kinger
Paul and Tami Butters
David Byfield
Wilda Campbell
Linda and Jeff Carlson
Robert and Janet Camichael
Jennifer and Sean Carpenter
Violet Carter
Dr. Charles Casey and Barbara Muesing
Deepak and Charu Chadah
Jean Chaput
Regina Chu
Bill and Sharon Clapp
Amy Clark
Brad and Julie Close
Frederick and Janet Coates
David and Wendy Coggins
Brother Michael Collins
Monica Colvin
Barbara Conklin
Stephen Conover
Harold Conrad
Judith Conrad
Judy Cook
Josh and Amy Cooner
Sandra Corbett and Tom Alts
Joan Costello
Brent Craft
Jeffrey Crawford and Alice Lloyd
John and Laura Crosby
Scott Cummings
Dennis and Gina Dahl
Dale and Karen Dahlin
Jessica Dailey
Dennis and Jannelle Danforth
Laura Danielson
David Darr
Robert Dawes
Barbara Davis
Margaret Davis
Eric Dayton
Cy and Paula DeCosses
Cheryl Deinken
Erik DeLucia
James and Deena Dicandilo
Roger Dickenson
Ewen Dickmeyer
Fredrick and Elaine Dietrich
Rosemary Disworth
Margo Dirnrees
Tom and Patty Doar, Jr.
Ron and Susan Dockery
Derrick Doerr
Linda Doerr
Susan Doherty
Roumanie Dolan
Douglas and Katharine Donaldson
Thomas Donovan
Frances and Sue Dosal
Rick Dublin and Catherine Madison
Clement Duffy
Judy Dunbar
Lee and Judith Duran
Deborah Dyson
Peter and Jennifer Eichten
Mark and Sonja Elias
Scott Elfson
Michael and Betty Elson
George Englbrecht
Jean Enloe
Hannah Peterson  
Carol Peterson  
Bruce and Tania Peterson  
Douglas and Peggy Petrie  
Ma Pha  
Cher Pham  
Steven Pincus and Michelle Strangis  
Kolean Pitner  
Charles and Marietta Pilze  
Carl and Susan Platou  
Richard Polanski and Janet MacKenzie-Parker  
Catherine Polasky and Avel Nelson  
Wayne and Joan Popham  
Thomas and Kathleen Potter  
Meredith Potter  
John A. Powell  
James Pritchard  
Beverly Propes  
Sharon Punch  
Matthew and Ann Putnam  
Shanti Rainey  
Albert Rapoport  
Steven Rau and Christine Meurers  
Anthony and Kathleen Reber  
Jim Reece and Libby Larsen  
Jeffrey Reed  
Donald and Jean Regan  
Gina Reiter  
Lewis and Constance Remele  
Barbara J. Renshaw  
John Schwartz  
Kathleen Schaefer  
Mary and Andrew Schaefer  
Lori Schneider  
Terri Schilling  
Eileen Shulman  
Richard and Libby Siegel  
Margot Siegel  
Samuel and Jane Siegel  
John and Doris Simonett  
James and Doris Simpson  
Sonja Simpson  
Stewart and Barbara Sims  
Melanie Sinouthasy  
Peter and Bonnie Sipkins  
Brian and Deborah Sloutov  
Wallace and Marilyn Smith  
Theo Smeltzer and Ann Montgomery  
Orlando "Tubby" Smith  
Peggy Smith  
Alfred and Lucretia Smith  
Zachariah Sperry  
Doug and Jill Spengolf  
Robert and Joannia St. Clair  
Howard Stacker  
Richard Staton  
Gene and Regan Steidl  
Robert A. Stein  
Walter and Cookie Stephenson  
Luchelle Stevens  
John Steyer  
Sandra Strid  
Douglas Stone and Ann Conroy  
Timothy and Caren Streb  
Ryan Strouth  
Richard and Glenda Struthers  
Bob and Stephanie Stuart  
Amanda Swaggert  
Martha Swanson  
Eleanor L. Swanson  
Druanne Sweetser  
John and Darla Swenson  
Michael and Sandra Swinoff  
Hazel Tanner  
Daniel and Doris Thomas  
Kay Thomas  
Susan Thompson  
A. J. Michals and Linda Thompson  
Sara Jean Thoms  
Thomas Tinkham and Jacqueline Hauser  
Leilani and Linda Todd  
William Tully  
Thomas and Elizabeth Tuttle  
Floyd Umbles  
Michael Urann  
Thomas and Donna Utsonomy  
Eugene and Kathleen Vadera  
Margaret Van  
Lee Van Scoy  
David and Lynn Vander Haar  
Daniel Vaner  
Nathaly Vaughan  
Robert and Carol Vaughan  
Jonathan and Susan Vaughan-Fier  
Lawrence Wade  
Jodie Nelson and Audrey Waggoner  
Thomas M. Wagner  
Jane Wagner  
Richard and Karla Wahilstrom  
Kerrie and Warner  
Michael Walker  
Jeff Washkowski and Jeff Viyant  
Kay Wangard  
Gregg and Mercy Ward  
Robert Warner  
Thomas and Zanatha Warth  
Gene and Claudith Washington  
Donald and Faye Washington  
David and Ruth Waterbury  
Jonathan and Kathryn Watson  
Patrick Weber  
Alicia and Gloria Weinblatt  
Howard and Joanne Weiner  
David Weinsteind and Pamela Ross  
Elizabeth Welbes  
Corey and Wells and Jane Scallen  
Robert Werling and Kimberly Ford  
Patricia and Joe Wernick  
Margaret Wesely  
Dale West  
Kim Westerham  
Richard and Marsha Wetzler  
Claire Wicklund  
Cornellius and Elizabeth Wens  
Mary (Elizabeth) Williams  
Darlene Williams  
Sharon Williams  
Timothy Will and Kristine Ensrud  
Daniel and Sharon Winnike  
Scott Wood  
Mary Wood  
Medora Woods  
Pamela and Judith Woodward  
Lee J. and Janet Woolman  
Lisa Wright  
Paul and Elizabeth Zerby  
Lisa Wright  
Paul and Judith Woodward  
Lee J. and Janet Woolman  
Patricia Zerby  
Paul and Elizabeth Zerby  
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IN-KIND GIFTS

A.C.E.S Flight Simulation, Inc.
Virginia Achman
Acme Comedy Club
Alaska Pet Care & Dog Training
Bruce Ahlm
American Guitar & Band
A.J. and Erica Austerman
Bachman’s
Bariani Olive Oil
Louis Bavaro
Bibebot
BIR Performance Driving School
Blooma Yoga
Karen Boros
Som Boualaphanh & Amy Nop
Paul Bradpiece
Breadsmith
Brian Graham Salon
Michelle Brown
Brueggers Bagels
Helene Burton
Buttercream
Byrant Lake Bowl

Cafe Latte
Caribou Coffee
Cities 97
Comedy Sportz Improv Theater
Corno Zoo
Core Power Yoga
Jay and Page Cowlies
CRAVE
Dale Studios
Daniels Photography
David and Vanessa Dayton
Deep Roots Desserts
Digital Art House
J. Donald and M. Cathy
Donahue
Donahue
Donahue
Kevin and Elizabeth Dooley
Robert and Kristin Dudacek
Dunwoody Enterprise Solution
Ebon Images Salon
EK Wallace Photography
Eko Backen
Rolf and Nancy Engh
Express Press

Famous Daves
First Avenue Nightclub
Andre Fischer and Stephanie Johnson
Ned Foster and Laura Tiffany
Gandhi Mahal
Gina B. Designs
Grovey LLC
Guthrie Theater
Nevin and Maralice Harwood
Haskell’s
Heidi’s Minneapolis
Hennepin Lake Liquor
Amy and John Higgins
Robert and Caralyn Hobbins
Tom and Pam Hockenberry
Patrice Howard
Ichiban Japanese Steakhouse
Illusion Theater
InUnison Design
It’s Just Lunch
Raghavan Iyer
Inew and Alexandra Jacobs
France and Stan Jacot
Jakare Skin Care

James Sewell Ballet
Jeanne Beatrice, LLC
Joe’s Garage Restaurant
Jon Charles Salon
Patrick and Carolyn Jones
Philip and Susan Jones
Juli Minnesota
Donald and Phyllis Kahn
Karin Jacobson Design
Ervin and Miriam Kelen
Ken Davis Products
Megan Kirik
Kowalski’s Markets
Erick and Jennifer Kylonen
Lafayette Club
Debbie Larsen
Howard Lazarus
Le Bourget
Edward Lentisch
Larry Lenzenthal
Roger Lewis
Brian and Mary Longe
Lucia’s Restaurant & Wine Bar
Lululemon Athletica
Leisure Entertain You
Warren and Nancy MacKenzie
MaxPhai Center for Music
Elizabeth Malkerson
Mall of America
Manchester Toy
Steve Marsh
Stuart and Martha Mason
Max’s
Medtronic, Inc.
Meredith Corporation
Ronald and Kim Meshbesher
Mill City Museum
Elizabeth Mickelson
Minnesota Children’s Museum
Minnesota Institute of Arts
Minnesota Historical Society
Minnesota Landscape Arboretum
Minnesota Opera
Minnesota Orchestra
Minnesota State Fair
Minnesota Timberwolves
Minnesota Twins
Minnesota Vikings
Minnesota Wild
Mother Earth Gardens
Movie Hair Salon
National Football League
Players Association

Michael and Debra Newman
Northrop Auditorium
O’Neill Brothers
Orway Center for the Performing Arts
Park Square Theatre
Alan and Diane Page
Justin and Christine Page
Kamie Page and Ben Friesen
Patricia Parker
PastureLand
Penzy’s Spices
Peoples Acupuncture
James H. Peterson
Phillips Distilling Co.
Leslie Pilgrim
Pizza Luce
Red Mountain Resort & Spa
Remarkable Photography
Lew and Connie Remete
Paul and Mary Reyelts
Jon Richie
Rick Branson’s House of Comedy
Ronald and Karen Ridgeway
Mark Ritchie
Robbins Umeda LLP
Rocco Altobell
Robert Rosenbaum and Maggie Gilbert
Room and Board
Rush River Brewery
Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra
Saint Paul Hotel
Saint Paul Saints
Lance and DeGallayn Sanders
Seven The Steakhouse
Tom and Patti Shadick
Shoporama
Shin Rejuvenation Clinic
Steve and Diane Solmonson
Southpoint Community Acupuncture
Spill the Wine
Spoonriver
Spot Spa Boutique
Stabybridge Suites
Robert and Stephanie Stuart
Luchelle Stevens
StyleLife
Summit Brewing Company
Sweeney Todd’s Salon

Tastefully Simple, Inc.
The Park Tavern
The Splendid Table @ American Public Media
The Wellness Center
The Winery
Thomasina’s Cashew Brittle
Hans Thorkelson and Ann Seguin
Tiffany’s
Lois Trusty
Toro Foundation
Joe Treter
Mara Troth
Twin Cities Green
Upper Deck Company
Uptown Theatre
Vandallia Street Press
Jonathan and Susan Vaughan-Fier
Wagners
Walker Art Center
Warner’s Stellan
Waterpark of America
Ryan and Angela Wentz
Whole Foods
Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
Mary Wozniak
Youngsteads
Yum!
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I truly enjoyed doing this work not only because of my belief in being a good role model and mentoring young people, but also because I believe I am an agent of change.

- Mysee Chang, Page Scholar
From all of us at Page Education Foundation

THANK YOU!!!